
Cleanrooms. Individually planned to meet the highest demands.

Hygiene meets aesthetics.
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Hygiene meets aesthetics.
The symbiosis of maximum hygiene and sophisticated design is what characterises the cleanrooms of Schäfer Einrichtungssysteme.  
The demands and requirements vary enormously depending on the project and installation situation. Yet all projects have one thing in 
common: They all require state-of-the-art, hygienically optimised, aesthetically pleasing, easy-to-clean and durable solutions that are  
carefully thought-out down to the last detail. This is our specialisation at Schäfer Einrichtungssysteme. 

For us, meeting the highest standards of hygiene goes hand in hand with perfectly coordinated functional aesthetics. When you decide 
on a changing room, airlock or cleanroom furniture from Schäfer Einrichtungssysteme, you are making the choice for holistic hygiene 
and outstanding quality based on the secure foundation of experience, know-how, reliability and attention to detail. 

We offer you cleanroom furniture tailored exactly to your needs for either furnishing a new facility or expanding your existing furnishings. 
Tailor-made and manufactured with our many years of expertise.
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Company profile

Hygiene trifft Ästhetik.



When you decide on cleanrooms from Schäfer Einrichtungssysteme, 

you are making the choice for holistic hygiene and outstanding 

quality based on the secure foundation of experience, know-how 

and reliability. We offer cleanroom furniture which are tailored  

exactly to our customer needs - either for furnishing a new facility 

or expanding existing furnishings.

Owner-managed  
family business

120 employees 

The basis of the  
corporate success

Consultants 

Careful Customer care 
and support on site

40 installation teams  

Working for you  
throughout Germany

In the middle of  
Germany  

Logistically  
perfectly located,  
directly on the A3

Share of production  
in Germany

Our promise  

Quality from  
a single source.  
From the first  

consultation to  
production  
and beyond

Our responsibility  

We are committed  
to ensure that our  

resources also future  
generations be preserved

Our claim  

Reliable, pragmatic,  
future-oriented

Company profile
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Sustainability

Hygiene trifft Ästhetik.



We are already making a contribution to sustainability and  
environmental protection in many areas of our daily work.  
Sustainable management and careful use of resources are a 
matter of course for us and part of our corporate philosophy. 

Our contribution: 

• Separation of recyclable materials and feeding them
into the material cycle

• The generation of CO²-neutral electricity with an own
400 kw photovoltaic system on the roof

• The company's own heating system is supplied with
all wood waste materials for a CO²-neutral heating of the 
company buildings

• The wood used comes from sustainable and
responsible forestry

• It is important to us that our resources are also preserved 
for future generations
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Competence

Hygiene trifft Ästhetik.



We believe in automation because  
automation creates: 

•  Consistent quality  
•  High-precision fitting accuracy with different materials  
•  Jobs  
•  Competitiveness  
•  Intelligent and individual product solutions  
•  More qualified employees 

Over the years, automation has created additional jobs and 
enabled the professional development of our employees.
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Competence



The Schäfer "Principle of quality"

Perfectly adapted  
to the operational procedures

Individual design  
according to customer requirements

Perfect hygiene  
to meet highest demands

Hygiene meets aesthetics.

Function
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We are here for you. 
From the first consultation to  
completion and beyond.  
With us your project will be  
completed successfully and on time.

•  With us you get everything from  
   one source  
• From the first inquiry to the final  
   assembly we are there for our  
   customers  
• Customer-oriented service and  
   high quality  
• Detailed analysis of demands with  
   customer-oriented advice  
• Directly at your location and  
   individually tailored to your needs  
• Free and non-binding advice

ADVICE
•  Our team is at your side with advice 
   and action  
•  Corporate planning of your  
   desired project  
•  Selection of high-quality materials,  
   individual design of shapes and  
   colours  
•  Exactly matched to your requirements

PLANNING
•  It goes without saying that we stand 
   for compliance with all applicable 
   standards  
• Or even go beyond them  
• Modern machinery and highly  
   qualified employees  
• Energy-efficient production

MANUFACTURING

•  Installation teams trained by us

INSTALLATION
•  We are there for you from the first  
   enquiry until installation  
•  Through our nationwide network of 
   installation teams, we can be on site 
   quickly in the event of service

SERVICE



Staff changing rooms

Hygiene meets aesthetics.



Staff changing rooms. 
Optimum storage  
and maximum safety. 

We specialize in staff changing rooms of all kinds – from pure 
outdoor shoe lockers to special changing rooms in transitions to 
cleanrooms: We offer you user-friendly solutions that are  
perfectly tailored to your purposes. Optimum storage options 
combined with maximum security for personal belongings is an 
essential criterion for functional staff changing rooms. Locking 
solutions for Schäfer staff changing rooms are also employed 
entirely according to your wishes. Contactless use of changing 
rooms and safe deposit boxes is possible at any time thanks to 
cutting-edge transponder technology. 

In addition, the Schäfer product range not only includes the  
actual furniture required for staff changing rooms, but also  
a wide variety of options for wet areas. Our sister company, 
Schäfer Trennwandsysteme GmbH, meets individual customer 
wishes in the area of shower and WC partitions, wet room doors 
and washbasin solutions, thereby complementing our product 
portfolio. The result is a consistent aesthetic and functional unity 
in terms of design and material selection. 

Staff changing rooms
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Functional furnishings. Customised. 

 1  
Staff changing rooms with colourful accents furnished with 
perfectly matched clothes lockers and pre-built benches made 
with high-quality HPL solid core panels  

 2   
Colour-coordinated clothes lockers and sit-over bench with  
integrated shoe compartments add the final touches to the 
staff changing room. These flush-fitting HPL fronts are not only 
extremely robust and durable, but also extremely easy to clean    

 3  
Cleanliness thanks to floor-to-ceiling HPL wall panelling with 
motif printing. Staff changing rooms become one-of-a-kind 
spaces that create a specific impression and mood  

 4  
Staff lockers with elegant glass doors and state-of-the-art 
transponder locks enhance every staff changing room

1

Staff changing rooms



Staff airlocks

Hygiene meets aesthetics.
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Staff airlocks. 
More than just a functional  
entrance and exit. 

Personnel interlocks allow access to sensitive production areas, 
research facilities and cleanrooms. They also form the standard-
compliant transition between different cleanroom classes,  
thereby preventing contamination of downstream cleanrooms. 
Staff airlocks help to meet and enforce the strict regulations and 
specifications for cleanrooms. Human beings are generally the 
biggest source of contamination in the production process. 

Our service range impresses with its holistic furnishing concept 
for staff airlocks, staff changing rooms and cleanrooms. We  
custom-produce your cleanroom and airlock furniture to  
suit your needs, guaranteeing the perfect realisation of your  
individual building project.

Staff airlocks
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Functional furnishings. Customised. 

 1  
Spacious staff airlock with lab coat lockers, free-standing 
bench and removal cabinet for disposable or reusable items, 
made of robust HPL solid-core panels 

 2   
Staff airlock with sit-over bench and slippers shelf, combined 
with a clearly arranged storage cabinet with high-quality  
glass doors    

 3  
Staff airlock equipped with clothes lockers in contrasting  
colours and sit-over bench with integrated shoe compartments. 
Robust HPL panels combined to create a modern, yet highly 
functional design   

 4  
Functional washing area made of HPL material

1

Staff airlocks



Cleanroom furniture

Hygiene meets aesthetics.
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Cleanroom furniture. 
Customised solutions  
for every room. 

Schäfer plans and manufactures its cleanroom furniture accor-
ding to the specific requirements and working environments of 
its customers. Material, form and function are coordinated  
according to need. Thanks to our modular locker systems, we 
can realise nearly almost all variants and customer wishes. This 
guarantees everything from design flexibility in the choice of  
colours and surfaces to a holistic cleanroom solution. With our 
customised cleanroom furniture, you can be assured of optimal 
solutions and maximum space utilisation, even when space is  
limited. 

The choice of materials depends on your wishes and require-
ments. Stainless steel and HPL have proven their worth in  
cleanroom furniture. Due to their durability, value and high  
resistance to chemicals and disinfectants, they are the most com-
monly used materials in cleanrooms. However, high-quality glass, 
aluminium or powder-coated steel are also sensible choices,  
depending on the application. Feel free to ask us. We will be 
happy to advise you!

Cleanroom furniture
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Functional furnishings. Customised. 

 1  
Integrated viewing windows in the staff lockers ensure a  
maximum overview at all times 

 2   
Open removal cabinets with integrated drop covers guarantee 
a clear view inside the cleanroom. Different furniture designs 
using different materials (here: HPL and glass) not only organise 
the cleanroom, but also give it its high-quality character    

 3  
Removal cabinets with integrated drop covers belong in every 
cleanroom. With high-quality and extremely robust materials 
such as HPL, cleanroom furniture still looks like new even after 
years of use

Cleanroom furniture
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 7  
Standard numbering for all locker types.  
Silver-coloured plastic number plates with black  
engraving. Optionally available in aluminium  
or stainless steel 

 8  7  
Engraving completely milled

1 2

3 4

7 865

Additional clothing  
net increases the 
comfort for visitors

Hanger with  
shoe hook and net

Examples 

 1  
Highly stable door stop made of stainless steel.  
The damping effect reduces noise. The doors are 
equipped with concealed, maintenance-free  
stainless-steel hinges 

 2  
Noise-damped opening limiter. Guided through  
the locker body 

 3  
Interior of single-compartment locker equipped 
with hat shelf, clothes rail and sliding double 
hooks. Other interior fittings on customer request   

 4  
Interior of single-compartment locker equipped 
with hat shelf, clothes rail and two sliding hooks 
with optional perforation of the locker entirely  
according to customer requirements 

 5 
Double locker with rotating triple hooks 

 6 
Interior fittings can be varied according to 
customer requirements

Accessories & equipment
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Garderobenschränke und -anlagen

Example clothes lockers 
•  Many different types of locker dividers 
•  Single or double lockers 
•  Multiple lockers 
•  Z lockers 
•  Helmet and safe deposit boxes 
•  Sizes and arrangements are individually 
   adapted to the room situation and  
   customer requirements 

Example staff lockers  
•  Available in different versions 
•  Centre partition in the locker separates street clothes from 
   work clothes, for example 
•  Centre partition also available as movable variant

Example locker top variants 
Attached sloping tops prevent bags or 
other objects from being placed on the 
lockers. An important criterion, especially 
in a hygiene area.

Example installation variants 
The installation options also depend entirely on the structural 
situations and customer requirements: 

(a)  Installation on an aluminium subframe 

(b)  Installation on a concrete base tiled on site 

(c)  Installation on an aluminium subframe with an  
      integrated pre-built bench 

(d) Installation on a concrete base tiled on site with an  
      integrated pre-built bench

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Accessories & equipment
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References

  Reference-Object                                                                                     City                                                        Country

  AbbVie                                                                                                       Ludwigshafen                                          Deutschland 

  ABNOBA GmbH                                                                                         Niefern-Öschelbronn                               Deutschland 

  Aero Pump                                                                                                 Hochheim                                               Deutschland 

  Aptar Pharma                                                                                            Radolfzell                                                Deutschland 

  Asklepios Klinik                                                                                          Bad Schwartau                                       Deutschland 

  Asklepios Klinik                                                                                          Höxter                                                    Deutschland 

  BASF                                                                                                          Ludwigshafen                                         Deutschland 

  Bayer Health Care                                                                                      Wuppertal                                              Deutschland 

  Bayer                                                                                                         Kiel                                                         Deutschland 

  Bayer Leverkusen                                                                                       Leverkusen                                             Deutschland 

  Bayer Pharma                                                                                             Berlin                                                      Deutschland 

  BG Kliniken Berlin                                                                                      Berlin                                                      Deutschland 

  Biotest AG                                                                                                 Dreieich                                                  Deutschland 

  Boberg Klinikum                                                                                        Hamburg                                                Deutschland 

  Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG                                          Ingelheim am Rhein                                Deutschland 

  Bundeswehrkrankenhaus                                                                           Hamburg                                                Deutschland 

  Carolinum Universitätsklinikum                                                                  Frankfurt                                                Deutschland 

  Cusanus Krankenhaus                                                                                Bernkastel-Kues                                      Deutschland 

  Ernst Bergmann Klinikum                                                                           Potsdam                                                 Deutschland 

  Ev. Klinikum Duisburg                                                                                Duisburg                                                 Deutschland 

  FSU Pharmazeutisches Institut                                                                    Jena                                                        Deutschland 

  Helios Fachkliniken Hildburghausen                                                           Hildburghausen                                      Deutschland 

  Helios Park-Klinikum Leipzig                                                                       Leipzig                                                    Deutschland 

  Heliosklinikum Krefeld                                                                               Krefeld                                                    Deutschland 

  Heliosklinikum Wuppertal                                                                          Wuppertal                                              Deutschland 

  Janssen Pharmaceutica                                                                               Beerse                                                    Belgien 

  Kirsch Pharma                                                                                            Bissendorf                                               Deutschland 

  Klinik Bremervörde                                                                                     Bremervörde                                           Deutschland 

  Klinikum der Universität München                                                             München                                                Deutschland 

  Klocke Pharma                                                                                           Appenweier                                            Deutschland 

  KVP Pharma- und Veterinär                                                                        Kiel                                                         Deutschland 

  Merck                                                                                                        Darmstadt                                              Deutschland 

  Mundipharma                                                                                            Limburg                                                  Deutschland 

  Roche Basel                                                                                               Basel                                                       Schweiz 

  Roche                                                                                                        Penzberg                                                Deutschland 

  Sana Klinikum Berlin-Lichtenberg                                                               Berlin                                                      Deutschland 

  Sensoplast                                                                                                 Oberhonnefeld                                       Deutschland 

  Universitätsklinikum CGC NCT Dresden                                                     Dresden                                                  Deutschland 

  Universitätsklinikum Leipzig                                                                       Leipzig                                                    Deutschland 

  Universitätsklinikum Marburg                                                                     Marburg                                                 Deutschland 

  Universitätsklinikum Münster                                                                     Münster                                                  Deutschland 

  Universitätsklinikum Würzburg                                                                   Würzburg                                               Deutschland 

  Vetter Pharma                                                                                            Ravensburg                                             Deutschland



Schäfer Trennwandsysteme GmbH 
Industriepark 37 
Postfach 60 
D-56593 Horhausen 
Fon: +49 (0)2687 - 915180-10 
info@schaefer-es.com 
www.schaefer-es.com02
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Hygiene meets aesthetics.


